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Falling For Danger
A spy... My name is Charlotte Locke, and I’m an analyst for Section 47, a secret government agency that tracks
terrorists, criminals, and other paramortal bad guys who want to unleash their abilities on an unsuspecting mortal world. I
have a magical form of synesthesia that senses danger and uncovers lies—making me a stealthy operative. I’m trudging
through another day when one of Section’s cleaners—assassins—takes an interest in me. I don’t need my synesthesia to
realize that he is extremely dangerous and that he will do anything to achieve his goals—even if it means putting me in the
line of fire. ...and an assassin I’m Desmond Percy, one of Section 47’s most lethal cleaners. I’m also a man on a
mission, and I need Charlotte Locke’s skills to help me keep a promise, settle a score, and kill some extremely bad
people. Charlotte might not like me, but we’re stuck together until my mission is over. Still, the more time we spend
together, the more I’m drawn to her. But at Section 47, you never know who you can trust—or who might want you dead.
The author of Flirting with Scandal presents her third book in a sexy contemporary romance series about three sisters in
a powerful political family, the scandals that threaten to destroy them, and the passion that drives them… Kate Reynolds
has just graduated from college and is determined to make it on her own. Her job as a junior political analyst at the CIA is
a dream come true and the perfect opportunity to find answers about the night that’s plagued her for four years—the night
she lost her fiancé, Matt, on a Special Forces mission in Afghanistan. Kate’s consumed with uncovering the truth and
avenging the man she loved and lost, even if it means risking her own life to prove that his death wasn’t an accident.
When she gets too close to discovering what happened that fateful night and danger arrives on her doorstep, Kate’s
stunned by the man who comes to her rescue. Together, they begin to dig for the truth, fighting to stay alive as they’re
dragged down into a world of secrets and lies. But when the threat hits close to home, Kate must choose between
vengeance and a future with the man who’s ignited a fire inside her that she thought died long ago. Praise for the novels
of Chanel Cleeton "Flirting with Scandal by Chanel Cleeton has it all. A sexy hero, strong heroine, delicious romance,
sizzling tension, and plenty of breathtaking scandal. I loved this book!"—New York Times bestselling author Monica
Murphy “A sassy, steamy, and sometimes sweet read that had me racing to the next page.”—New York Times bestselling
author Chelsea M. Cameron “I absolutely loved this book!”—Examiner.com “Fun, sexy, and kept me completely
absorbed.”—Katie McGarry, author of Nowhere But Here “Scorching hot and wicked smart, Flirting with Scandal had me
hooked from page one! Sizzling with sexual tension and political intrigue, Cleeton weaves a story that is as complex as it
is sexy. Thank God this is a series because I need more!!”—New York Times bestselling author Rachel Harris “Sexy,
intelligent, and intriguing. Chanel Cleeton makes politics scandal-icious.”—USA Today bestselling author Tiffany King
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“Chanel Cleeton knocked it out of the park with Flirting with Scandal. The banter was refreshing, the political storyline
captivating, and the sexual tension was through the roof. Smart, emotional, romantic, and sizzling hot—this book is
fantastic!”—Christina Lee, author of the Between Breaths series “Chanel Cleeton delivers again! Featuring a strong
heroine, a steamy romance, and juicy dose of political scandal, Flirting with Scandal is completely engrossing. Clear your
calendars—you won't be able to put this one down!”—Brenda St. John Brown, author of Swimming to Tokyo
From one of America’s most popular short story writers and an Academy Award nominee: the O. Henry Award–winning
tale that inspired the movie The Hunt. A subject of mysterious rumors and superstition, the deserted Caribbean Island
was shrouded in an air of peril. To Sanger Rainsford, who fell off a yacht and washed up on its shores, the abandoned
isle was a welcome paradise. But unknown to the big-game hunter, a predator lurked in its lush jungles—one more
dangerous than any he had ever encountered: a human. First published in 1924, this suspenseful tale “has inspired
serial killers, films and stirred controversy in schools. A century on, the story continues to thrill” (The Telegraph). “[A]
tense, relentless story of man-against-man adventure, in which the hunter Sanger Rainsford learns, at the hands of
General Zaroff, what it means to be hunted.” —Criterion
Revisit a classic novel of heartfelt romantic suspense from New York Times best-selling author Sharon Sala HEARTPOUNDING DANGER! A bouquet of flowers from a secret—and deadly—admirer sends Kristie Samuels straight into the
loving arms of sexy detective Scott Wade in this powerful and provocative tale by bestselling author SHARON SALA
Originally published in 2014
Eve Miranski has spent weeks trying to find a killer who's roaming free in Cutthroat. She's also working hard to protect
her battered heart from two alpha cowboys who aren't making it easy. Yeah, two. After they meet at a holiday party,
Shane Nickel and Finch Anderson have made it clear to Eve they're interested in one thing. Her. He might be the son of
a movie star, but Shane Nickel's content living out of the spotlight. When he meets the stubborn detective, his protective
instincts kick in. He should let her go, find a woman whose work doesn't require a gun and handcuffs (although he can
think of some fun uses for the handcuffs) and not tasked with hunting down a murderer. His heart—and other parts of
him—want Eve. As a forest ranger, Finch Anderson spends more time in the wilderness than in town. That suits him just
fine, until he meets Eve and everything changes. He wants her, wants everything he never thought he could have, but
how can a felon and a feisty detective get along? The men's doubts won't matter when new evidence in the Erin Mills
case is discovered and the identity of the murderer is revealed. The only thing they'll have to worry about is keeping Eve
alive because the killer won't be caught without a fight.
Former cop Lily Yu has her sister's wedding to attend, a missing magical staff to find, and now must deal with her
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grandmother's decision to return to the old country. Lily could turn to the man she's involved with for advice, but for all the
passion that flares between them, she doesn't really know Rule Turner--she's just bound to him for life. Rule happens to
be a werewolf, and Lily wonders just how far she can trust him.
The USA Today bestselling author tempts success in this stunning debut novel. National bestselling author Eileen Wilks
draws readers into a bold new world where the magical and mundane co-exist in an uneasy alliance--and a cop balanced
on her own knife-edged struggle is their only hope against a cold-blooded killer.
A promise sworn on the edge of a sword After a failed assassination attempt on a corrupt general, Bao Yang is a wanted
man. Taking refuge with an ally, Yang accidentally compromises the man's daughter when they're discovered alone. To
save her honor, he must marry the beautiful Jin-mei immediately! In Yang's arms, Jin-mei feels alive for the first time.
She's determined not to lose him, even if it means joining his perilous mission… But when she realizes just how
destructive Yang's path could be, can she convince him that their life together could be so much sweeter than revenge?
Includes the decisions of the Supreme Courts of Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi, the Appellate Courts of
Alabama and, Sept. 1928/Jan. 1929-Jan./Mar. 1941, the Courts of Appeal of Louisiana.
Hidden away in the witness protection program, Sara is falling in love with former pro football player Adam Black, which
is something that could get her killed. FBI agent Dave Richman has his hands full keeping her safe from her sister's killer.
When events bring Sara face-to-face with terror, will she rely on God for protection?
LORA LEIGH "Hannah's Luck" When burglars try to break into her home, kindergarten teacher Hannah Brookes is lucky
to have Sheriff Rick Grayson on her side. Especially when their mutual attraction leads to distraction... RED GARNIER
"Reckless" Police detective Zach Rivers isn't the only man in Phoenix who's obsessed with the beautiful Paige Avery-but
he's definitely the sexiest and, quite possibly, the most dangerous... ALEXIS GRANT "Tempt Me" R&B star Anita has
beauty, talent, fame-and her very own stalker-which is why she needs a professional bodyguard. But can she resist
mixing business with pleasure when the hired muscle is to die for? LORIE O'CLARE "Love Me 'til Death" Homicide
detective Ashley Jones hates working with the FBI. But Chase Reed is one special agent whose rule-breaking methods,
razor-sharp mind, and rock-hard body make for one killer combination...
A journalist stumbles onto the story of a lifetime. And finds herself falling in danger... When young, naive reporter Jessica
Brady is kidnapped and held for ransom by the head of an illegal dog fighting organization, undercover police officer Ian
Cole realizes he's got his hands full. He's on the verge of busting the ring when he's assigned to babysit her, which isn't
an easy feat. She's neurotic, feisty, and also happens to be scared to death of dogs. Now he has to figure out a way to
get them both out alive. Jessica has no idea the thug she's becoming attracted to is actually a cop, but it's clear he's not
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like the rest of the men in the organization. Particularly Albert Mancini, the disturbed only son of the ring boss, who has
an appetite for alcohol and women. Especially Jessica. When Ian's cover is blown, he's forced to bust the ring early.
Weeks later, Jessica can't stop thinking about the experience that has changed her forever. She wonders about the tall,
sexy detective who saved her life. And the mobster's prize-winning pit bull, Bruta. An idea for a story is born. What if
these dogs were given a second chance at life? As Jessica digs deeper into their troubled world, she ends up falling for
the police officer who rescued them. And discovers layers of her heart she never knew existed. But when Albert escapes
from jail, her happiness turns to terror. He hasn't forgotten about the detective who put him behind bars. Or the beautiful
young woman whose every move has become his obsession. Content Warning: Contains sensual sex and explicit
language
Healing Danger Dealing with the horrific murder of her best friend is more than enough for school teacher Lauren
Cassidy, but now a madman has decided that she needs to die for her part in that death. With her life in danger and her
past catching up to her, will she stay alive long enough to trust the one man she never forgot, with her heart?With the
promise to catch a killer and keep Lauren safe, Dane Bennet must now protect her from the evil in her past. A sick cult
group with ties to the government and the rich and powerful are determined to use her powers for their own evil gain. Will
Dane be able to protect the woman he loves or will he have his chance at happiness snatched away. Dane must use
every ounce of his elite special forces training to keep her safe, even if it means breaking her heart.Determined to stop
the evil that threatens the world and avenge the death of a friend, will Lauren and Dane be able to overcome their intense
attraction to stop the people determined to end her life and start Armageddon or will their passion blind them.
Christians often focus on the attacks that are being waged from outside their churches, while things that happen within
the body of Christ that can damage our churches are forgotten. You have heard the expression, “The best way to destroy
a country is from within.” This same principle also applies to the church. In Danger Zone: Falling from Within, author and
evangelist Casey Johnson discusses the subtle but dangerous trends that harm the church. He issues a wakeup call for
Christians to open their eyes and notice the subtle dangers within the Church. Johnson considers five areas of danger:
changing the character of God, reducing the depth of preaching, minimizing the Gospel, choosing the wrong church
leaders, and stealing the Great Commission. If there ever was a time for the church to rise up, it is now. Christians cannot
become so self-centered that they try to make every part of church about themselves. If the local church continues to
practice many of these dangers, it can slowly become a place where we worship ourselves instead of God. “You can
only lead in the direction you are going.” -Hunter Johnson
THEIR LOVE IS IN DANGER.... Caleb and Gianna went from being enemies to friends to falling for each other. They hid
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their new relationship from the one person who would try to keep them apart. But now their secret was out and they were
fighting to stay together. Running away wouldn't solve their problems, but it allowed them a break from real life.
Unfortunately, new problems arose. Caleb still fought giving all of himself to Gianna and Gianna tried to hide the hurt it
caused her. When opposition becomes too strong and they are forced apart, will Caleb be able to win Gianna back?
Falling for DangerCapital ConfessionsPenguin
From India to Turkey, from Poland to the United States, authoritarian populists have seized power. Two core components
of liberal democracy--individual rights and the popular will--are at war, putting democracy itself at risk. In plain language,
Yascha Mounk describes how we got here, where we need to go, and why there is little time left to waste.
Home care nurse Hannah Grey is dedicated to her patient, an aging widow still tainted by the financial scandal her late
husband perpetrated. She makes Hannah promise that upon her death, she?ll right the family?s wrongs, and gives
Hannah her offshore account?s access codes. But Carrick Manly will do anything to discover where his family?s fortunes
lie? including kill his own mother. Fearing for her life, and desperate not to betray the widow, Hannah flees. And when
Carrick?s half-brother, Gabriel, tracks her down in Houston, Hannah must trust her own instincts?and her heart?to
survive.
Sequel toIn Danger and Under Fire Mike, Maggie, and Kurt explore the reality of their new relationships in every aspect
of their lives. On the professional side, while Mike is benched to a desk job because of his seizures, Maggie and Kurt
have to deal with the new boss. A field assignment comes Maggie and Kurt's way. As they all know, sometimes bad
things happen when agents are out on assignment. Meanwhile, Mike's stuck waiting at home. Mike and Kurt love each
other. Mike's stuck on Maggie, and Kurt's quickly falling Maggie's way, too. Field agents aren't supposed to be in love.
Kurt and Mike managed to negotiate that before, but now it's Kurt and Maggie out there taking risks. The future could be
even more complicated. There's marriage and kids and jobs ... how will the trio begin to work it out?
He's a danger on and off the track.Danger Hudson has made a career out of doing things the hard way. The tabloids
have nicknamed him the 'Bad Boy of Racing' and he proves them right at every turn. WIld parties. Fast women. And even
faster cars.Until his manager finally slams the brakes and hatches an absurd plan to calm the press-pretend to be
engaged to Monterey Grander, the drop-dead gorgeous daughter of the team's owner. She's pretentious. She's highclass.And she's entirely too good for him. But why can't Danger stop imagining a life with her?When the past crashes into
the present, will Danger be able to get everything he's been searching for? Or will the truth he's trying so desperately to
hide come out and ruin them both.
High adventure in the High Sierra, for mystery lovers and outdoor enthusiasts too.
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Deeply unhappy about her family's separation because of poverty, Megan gradually finds contentment and purpose in
her new home on the Kansas prairie with a kind and loving adopted family.
The visionary author’s masterpiece pulls us—along with her Black female hero—through time to face the horrors of slavery
and explore the impacts of racism, sexism, and white supremacy then and now. Dana, a modern black woman, is
celebrating her twenty-sixth birthday with her new husband when she is snatched abruptly from her home in California
and transported to the antebellum South. Rufus, the white son of a plantation owner, is drowning, and Dana has been
summoned to save him. Dana is drawn back repeatedly through time to the slave quarters, and each time the stay grows
longer, more arduous, and more dangerous until it is uncertain whether or not Dana's life will end, long before it has a
chance to begin.
uspended for a hunch gone wrong, CIA language analyst Phoebe Renfrew is desperate to get her job back. But when
she uncovers a terrorist plot at a Las Vegas start-up owned by famed ex-quarterback Chase Bonaventure, no one will
listen. Can Phoebe get Chase on her side-and thwart international disaster-before the All-Elvis Revue sings "Jailhouse
Rock"?
Danger they never saw coming. Detective Zach Reynolds' latest case shares too many similarities with a series of thirtyyear-old murders. It's more than just a copycat mimicking a similar MO. When the evidence can't be denied, Zach will
partner with Shauna O'Rourke, a cold case detective he's never quite managed to get out of his mind. The closeness of
the case gives Zach the shot he needs to convince Shauna to give him a second chance at love. But will they be able to
uncover the danger their victims never saw coming and try their hand at love this time? NY Times Bestselling Author, Lori
Ryan, takes readers on a breakneck speed adventure ride in this spin-off from her bestselling Sutton Capital Series.
Don't miss the second book in the Sutton Capital On the Line Series. This book can be read as a stand-alone story.
"A compelling and beautifully told story." —Kathleen Glasgow, New York Times bestselling author of Girl in Pieces Four
walls. One window. No way to escape. Hannah knows there's been a mistake. She doesn't need to be institutionalized.
What happened to her roommate at that summer program was an accident. As soon as the doctors and judge figure out
that she isn't a danger to herself or others, she can go home to start her senior year. Those college applications aren't
going to write themselves. Until then, she's determined to win over the staff and earn some privileges so she doesn't lose
her mind to boredom. Then Lucy arrives. Lucy has her own baggage, and she's the perfect project to keep Hannah's
focus off all she is missing at home. But Lucy may be the one person who can get Hannah to confront the secrets she's
avoiding—and the dangerous games that landed her in confinement in the first place. Packed with intrigue and suspense,
A Danger to Herself and Others is great for readers who loved Suicide Notes for Beautiful Girls by Lynn Weingarten and
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Two Can Keep a Secret by Karen McManus!
Noodle and Zeek love danger, but when a real adventure comes their way, will they be ready? Best friends Noodle and
Zeek are among the first in line when a new store, Danger Guy, opens in their local mall. It has all the survival gear the
boys could dream of, and their excitement is lessened only when they notice two big, angry men yelling at the owner.
When Noodle and Zeek wander into a small room on the other side of the store, they’re shut inside. That’s when the two
realize they’re in the back of a truck heading out of town. After a terrifying ride, Noodle and Zeek arrive at an ancient
temple full of treasures. There they discover that their kidnappers are the two men from the store, and the boys are not
the only ones who have been captured. The Emersons, a famous husband-and-wife explorer team, are there too. It’s up
to Noodle and Zeek to rescue the prisoners and save the day—before they’re trapped in the temple forever! Danger Guys
is the 1st book in Danger Guys, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.
Lisa Addams was the good girl guys should want. But they kept leaving her girls who were of a lesser level. She was
perfect marriage material being left out like trash. There had to be a way to find Mr. Right. Especially after her boyfriend
Walter left just a month before her parent's anniversary party. Going there single wasn't an option. What she didn't expect
was to buck into old school bully Dwight Parker. Or have him tell her parents they were dating. Dwight had gone to prison
but claimed he was not just framed but a changed man. Still a bad boy in his own way with a home he inherited and a
job. He gave Lisa three rules to dating him and made it clear this situation was temporary. Lisa accepted in order to have
a date. What she didn't expect was to fall in love with. Plus, the sex was beyond spectacular. Yet there's more in the way
of a potential romance. Dwight's past comes back to haunt them in the shape of gang member Bishop. Threatening Lisa
in the parking lot of her workplace. She wanted action in her life but not this kind. Plus, there was the issue of her parents
not wanting a former jailbird with their special daughter. But just as Lisa decides to forget all of that risk being with Dwight
beyond a fling and the party. A betrayal and revelation throw everything off course. Can Lisa forgive Dwight and still have
a future with him? What of more obstacles waiting just out of reach? Is a good girl being with a bad boy worth it?
A dangerously gripping guide to our perilous planet and beyond Warning! Open this book at your own risk. In Danger! you will
encounter animals armed with sharp claws and killer jaws, deep-sea monsters, poisonous plants, and frogs falling from the sky,
not to mention hapless, accident-prone humans you'd be unwise to hang out with. Explore the hottest and highest places on Earth,
discover Antarctic wastelands, and consider the end of the world and whether or not it's nigh. Visit the Deadly Diner for a light bite
- a slice of wriggling maggot cheese or a spot of live octopus - or find out about the most dangerous mathematical formula in
history. Don't let the familiar encyclopedic structure, funky designs, facts, stats, and amazing stories of daring and survival lull you
into a false sense of security. Danger! is filled with peril, risk, and suspense. Open with extreme caution. You have been warned!
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Now available in ebook(PDF) format.
"Keep the asset safe or die trying." When a simple mission to deliver the beautiful and brilliant Vanessa Crosby to a safe house
goes horribly wrong, ICE agent Diego Santero's life gets complicated. Keeping the anti-crime analyst safe from the notorious
mercenaries after her program will put everything he's worked for at risk. Relentlessly hunted and not knowing whom to trust,
Diego takes Vanessa on the run, deep into the heart of the deadly Panamanian rain forest. Vanessa reminds herself that she's just
another asset to the ruggedly handsome black ops agent…until their intense situation leads to a release of passion neither
expected. But even if they make it out alive, how can they ever have a future together?
From pro rugby player to...manny? Australian rugby pro Cole Hauser has had enough of speculations about his future post-injury.
So when a football buddy puts his house in America at Cole's disposal, he jumps at the chance for some peace and anonymity.
The plan is perfect—until he discovers he's roomies with a woman who knows how to wield a nail gun and her kid. Awesome. Not.
Single mom Jane Spencer is supposed to be spending four weeks alone in the wilds of Colorado rehabbing a house that’ll put her
business on the map. Instead, her time is overrun by her four-year-old and a grumpy, too-sexy rugby dude whose only goals are to
watch ESPN and brood. Awesome. Not. When, surprisingly, McHottie offers to get his ass off the couch and help Jane out with
Finn, she’s hesitant. But before she knows it, Cole is knee-deep in kid activities during the day and they’re both fighting their
simmering attraction at night. Anything between them can only be temporary - their time together is short and Cole lives on the
other side of the planet. It should be easy to say goodbye, right? Wrong. It doesn't take long for them to realize they've borrowed a
whole lot of trouble. But trouble never felt this good.
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